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1. Proper Noun

2. Adverb

3. Coordinating Conjunction

4. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present
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Large Canopy Proper Noun - Formal - Large canopy trees include the taller shade and forest species that,

alone or Adverb , form a high foliage crown. The formal planting of these trees most often include those

that are planted in geometric patterns, and single or double rows.

Large Canopy Trees - Informal - Large canopy trees include the taller shade and forest species that,

Coordinating conjunction or together, form a high foliage crown. The informal planting of these trees most

often include those that are planted in random spacing, and grouped trees using non regular spacing - avoiding

continual rows of more than two trees.

Intermediate Trees - Formal - Intermediate trees are lower deciduous and coniferous species with foliage

extending from the near ground plane to at least eye height. The formal planting of intermediate trees

Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present those that are used to reinforce the lines and forms of the plan.

Intermediate Trees - Informal - Intermediate trees are lower deciduous and coniferous species with foliage

extending from near ground plane to at least eye height. The informal planting of these trees most often includes

screening and the combination of the planting with earth shaping to create perceived landscape interest.

Mixed - Formal - Mixed formal areas are those that include the combined qualities of the Large Canopy Trees -

Formal category with the Intermediate Trees - Formal category.

Mixed - Informal - Mixed informal areas are those that include the combined qualities of the Large Canopy

Trees - Informal category with the Intermediate Trees - Informal category.

Shrub Only - Formal - Shrubs are woody perennial plants, usually smaller than a tree, with multiple stems

branching



from or near the ground; often including desirable interest in their form, foliage, flowers and fruit. Formal

plantings include those that are used to enhance architectural features, or are trimmed as hedges.

Shrub Only - Informal - Shrubs are woody perennial plants, usually smaller than a tree, with multiple stems

branching from or near the ground; often including desirable interest in their form, foliage, flowers and fruit.

Informal plantings include those used as low level screening, or those used in natural areas.
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